Three friends share a flat in downtown Barcelona. Dani, paraplegic since he was seventeen years old, lives
locked up in a double lock closet, embittered and surrounded by memories of his adolescence. Veronica,
who had a stroke, hides to her mother that she’s a lesbian and has a girlfriend. Adolfo, a blind drag queen,
has put his mind to begin a new life with his boyfriend. But their lives change with the arrival of Eduardo,
the only Dani’s friend before the “accident”.
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Twelve years after the “accident”, Dani come across
Eduardo in a bar. Many things have changed. Eduardo is
not the 'popular' guy he used to be at high school and Dani
needs a wheelchair. After the initial shock, Eduardo, drunk,
confess Sandra has dumped him. Dani offers him Adolfo’s
room, a blind drag queen that moved to his boyfriend’s
apartment some weeks ago. In the morning, Veronica and
Adolfo that have been partying all night long find that
Eduardo has slept at home that night. Adolfo warns Dani of
the dangers of sharing the apartment with Eduardo. But
Dani doesn’t want Eduardo –the only friend he had before
the “accident”– to leave. Dani do anything, from videogames sessions to video screenings, to keep Eduardo at
home.
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Meanwhile, Veronica is harassed by Soledad, an over-protective mother with heart problems that drinks on the sly
and is obsessed with seeing her daughter married. The fact
that Veronica had a stroke some years ago and one side of
her body is paralyzed worsens the situation. Soledad
meets Eduardo and sees on him the perfect husband for
her daughter. Soledad, however, doesn’t know that Veronica has a girlfriend, called Martina, and she’s been dating
her for two years.
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